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My interest in photography extends way beyond just delivering images to clients. I strive to understand their business, 
recognize their marketing challenges, and find creative solutions to solve them. The results are crafted images that 
push the boundaries of  photography in both a technical and artistic manner, matching my clients vision, exceeding 
their expectations, and strengthening their market position, every time.  

How I can help you is influenced, and enhanced, by my deep experience and interests in photography, printing, 
publishing, graphics, information technology, digital media, architecture, interior design, building materials, 
manufacturing, construction, and building renovations. Clients can depend on me to provide exceptional images that 
attract more business.  

During every assignment expect me to be creative, positive, professional, and offer only exceptional service. Attention 
to detail and ensuring clients are satisfied with results is a hallmark of  my business.  

An Accredited Architectural Photographer with the Professional Photographers of  Canada, I’ve been creating 
commercial grade images for over 30 years and have been published in hundreds of  magazines, websites, and other 
printed material.  

I hope you enjoy the images in this catalog as much as I’ve enjoyed crafting them. More examples of  my work are 
available through the links on the last page. 	
 

Awards   
Professional Photographers of  Canada - Architectural Photographer Accreditation 
Best of  Houzz for Service 2014, 2016, 2018, 2019, 2020 
Best of  Houzz for Design 2016, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021, 2022 
Recommended and Featured by Houzz, the worlds leading interior design website 

Associations  
Chilliwack Heritage Festival Society Chairman 
Heritage Chilliwack Society Board of  Directors 
Vancouver Home Builders Association 
Fraser Valley Home Builders Association 
Canadian Home Builders Association
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“In my 10 years as a Vancouver Realtor I have had the pleasure of  working with many professional photographers. 
Carsten without question is by far the most talented, dedicated and passionate photographer we have worked with 
in our time. Carsten’s high quality images of  our listings have helped our business grow more than 50% year over 
year. Incredible attention to detail, excellent communication skills, prompt service and willingness to go above are 
what separates Carsten from others and makes him an industry leader.” 

“Carsten is a shining example of  what every professional looks for when they hire a photographer. I have always 
been blown away with the level of  service and quality of  work that Carsten produces.” 

"Excellent service and great communication. I recently took some of  my artwork to be scanned and I was very 
impressed at the quality and the level of  professionalism. I needed it done quick and he exceeded my expectations. 
Carsten is a super nice guy and answered all my questions and was quick to respond. He definitely went above and 
beyond and I would recommend him to absolutely anyone looking for his services.” 
“You can tell how passionate someone is about their work by how detail oriented they are (e.g. moving a chair over 
1 cm so the legs are all evenly spaced, adjusting a vase of  flowers so they are centred above the middle pendant, 
carrying a level to check the alignment of  hung photos, etc.). It's this level of  detail and care in composition that 
sets Carsten apart from other photographers. I enjoyed watching him work and explain what he was doing while 
creating photos which made my house look surreal. He is really good at what he does.”  

“I own an Interior Design firm and we work with Carsten Arnold Photography to capture our completed projects. 
Carsten's work is beautiful and exactly what we are looking for! Carsten is professional and we trust him to meet 
and work with our clients on site. He is very accommodating with our ever-changing schedule and always quick to 
respond. We highly recommend working with Carsten Arnold Photography!” 

See more reviews on LinkedIn, Houzz, and Google.  

What the reviews on Google, Houzz, & LinkedIn say about Carsten Arnold Photography  
Exceptional • Experienced • Efficient • Seasoned • Uncompromising • Passionate • Prompt   
Meticulous • Proficient • Responsive • Impressive • Great Communication • Excellent Service  
Accommodating • Professional • Creative • Detailed • Personable • Highly Recommend!

https://www.linkedin.com/in/carstenarnold/
https://www.houzz.com/professionals/photographers/carsten-arnold-photography-pfvwus-pf~276828211?
https://www.google.com/search?q=carsten+arnold+photography&oq=carsten+arnol&aqs=chrome.0.69i59j46i39i175i199j69i57j69i60l2j69i61j69i65l2.3088j0j4&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8#lrd=0x54867f3c4f83abc5:0x7003e585f953c883,1,,,
https://www.linkedin.com/in/carstenarnold/
https://www.houzz.com/professionals/photographers/carsten-arnold-photography-pfvwus-pf~276828211?
https://www.google.com/search?q=carsten+arnold+photography&oq=carsten+arnol&aqs=chrome.0.69i59j46i39i175i199j69i57j69i60l2j69i61j69i65l2.3088j0j4&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8#lrd=0x54867f3c4f83abc5:0x7003e585f953c883,1,,,


ARCHITECTURE 
Photographs are the handshake, the first impression, and the 
ambassador of  the space online and in printed material. Your 
architectural design projects deserve exceptional images when 
showcasing them to the world.  
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INTERIORS 
An artistic blend of  natural ambient light and supplemental lighting 
creates images that will stand out and attract more attention to your 
business. Take your marketing efforts to the next level with custom 
crafted images that you will be proud to display. 
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ACCOMMODATIONS 
Over 6000 locations photographed including hotels, Airbnb, and VRBO 
listings of  all kinds. Certified official photographer for Airbnb. Book more 
clients, faster, and at a higher rate with stunning images that elevate 
your marketing efforts and brand. Final images are crafted from a blend 
of  natural ambient light and enhanced strobe lighting for that magazine 
quality look. Virtual tours and drone aerials are also available. 
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INDUSTRIAL 
Light or heavy industry and manufacturing of  any kind become 
fascinating subject matter. I capture how things are made and the 
equipment, process, and people that make it happen, effectively telling 
the unique story of  your industry.  
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AERIALS 
Aerial photos and video are available for commercial, residential, real 
estate, industrial, insurance, construction, agriculture or tourism 
projects. Create cinematic videos with high impact for your project with 
music and your branding. Ground slope and terrain analysis, crop 
analysis, and orthomosaic mapping is now available for all your projects. 
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PRODUCTS 
Your unique and creative products need to be showcased to the world 
and your clients. I can bring the studio to you or photograph directly in 
my fully equipped studio using seamless backgrounds or green screen 
technology to drop in whichever background you envision. 
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HEADSHOTS 
Invest in yourself  and your online presence with unique and modern 
headshot styles. Let me bring the studio to you or at any location with a 
background that matches your style. You’re guaranteed to see yourself  
in a way that you’ll be proud to display. 
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PHOTO SCANNING 
Carmel Studios is the in-house photo lab at Carsten Arnold Photography 
and is capable of  scanning any sized original, restoring old photographs, 
colourizing black and white photos, and editing anything you can imagine. 
Over 30 years experience scanning and digitizing photos, negatives, 
transparencies, and original artwork. 
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ARTWORK SCANNING 
Digitizing your original artwork gives you the option to reproduce it as a 
high resolution print, canvas, postcard, or on any other surface. Maximize 
your revenue by printing them at a later date. 
  
Your original artwork is digitized in a studio with high resolution cameras 
and lenses for colour accuracy and sharpness. Specialized lighting 
equipment is used to remove all reflections from the medium and 
substrate used in your original. The resulting digital file is then colour 
matched to the original using a precision colour management process.   

Patrick R. Stewart

David Vegt

Rose Unfolding
Rose Unfolding



PHOTO RESTORATION 
If  your old photos need some tender loving care, give them the attention 
they deserve and bring them back to life. From a few scratches, folds, and 
dust spots, to complete replacement of  missing pieces, fingerprints, 
extreme fading, and water stains, Return them back to life and preserve 
your memories for generations to come. 
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PHOTO EDITING 
Any photo print, negative, slide, or digital file can be edited to meet your 
requirements. If  you can imagine it, it can be done. For the photographer 
who wants to take their photos to the next level, I can take your images to 
the next level with our professional editing services. 



WORKSHOPS 
Learn basic to advanced photography, post processing skills, the Art of  
Seeing, and the business of  photography from 40 year veteran 
photographer Carsten Arnold. Workshops included in 2023 are “A New 
Approach on Photography Basics”, “Architectural & Interiors 
Photography”, “Real Estate Photography”, and “The Art of  Seeing in 
Landscape Photography”.

      30



FINE ART 
Landscapes, nature, abstracts, and digital artistry for your home and 
office decor. Available in all sizes on canvas, paper, metal, and wall 
murals. Commissioned custom crafted images are available to match 
your specific decor requirements. 
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Available In Store 
Harrison Hot Springs, BC - Canwest Galleries 

Available Online  
Direct from the Artist - carstenarnold.com 
The Art Hive Collective - thearthivecollective.com 

https://canwestgallery.com/estore/Carsten-Arnold-c47584402
https://www.carstenarnold.com/fine-art
https://thearthivecollective.com/our-artists/carsten-arnold/
https://canwestgallery.com/estore/Carsten-Arnold-c47584402
https://www.carstenarnold.com/fine-art
https://thearthivecollective.com/our-artists/carsten-arnold/
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NEED HELP? LET’S CREATE YOUR SOLUTION. 

Ask about flexible pricing options for multi company image 
usage and bulk orders.  

Chilliwack, BC, Studio - By appointment only.  

Phone/Text - 604-219-0920 

Email - carsten@carstenarnold.com 

Web - carstenarnold.com 

Facebook - carstenarnoldphotography 

Instagram - @carstenarnoldphotography 

Houzz - houzz.com/professionals/photographers/carsten-arnold-photography  

Youtube - @theaframecanada 
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